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ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR TRADE POLICY REFORM

1. Introduction

The good news about agriculture is that all the major exporters are in

trouble. The current state of the world market for major agricultural com

modiities is so critical that it offers some real incentive for coordinated

long-run reform. Domestic budget pressures are adding unusually strong moti

vation for the major players--the United States and the European Community

(EC). By reducing loan rates, the United States has imposed great pressure on

foreign agricultural producers heavily dependent on agricultural exports.

The responses thus far include elements that provide opportunities rare in

the international scene. The EC has reluctantly agreed to consider including

agriculture, including domestic policies as well as border distortions, in the

Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). During

the Organization for Economic and Cooperative Development (OECD) ministerial

meetings in Paris in May and the Venice economic summit in June of this year,

there will be serious efforts to move in the direction of coordinated moves in

agricultural policy reforms throughout the developed world. Some observers

even hope that this effort will assume the kind of intensity that occurred with

the G-S (later G-7) coordinated actions on monetary and financial affairs.

Canada and Australia have presented two fairly similar proposals for construc

tive, coordinated international agricultural policy reforms. Their positions

suggest new willingness to modify their protectionist import policies in

coming negotiations.

These opportunities have come at great cost, for the recent U. S. policy

of dumping farm products has trashed the markets of some of her most important
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and, thus far, loyal allies. If their perplexity, anger, and resentment con

tinue to be ignored in this country, international bonds vital to U. S.

national security may be bent or even broken.

In the past, opportunities for international agricUltural reform have been

squandered in ad hoc solutions overly responsive to the shortsighted concerns

of domestic producers. Bad agreements will come back to haunt us. Merely

removing those waivers and other licenses to violate the spirit of GATT that

have been obtained in past negotiations would be a major achievement of great

overall benefit to the United States. At the least, we must avoid adding a

new set of distortions that will make future reform even more difficult.

Instead of repeating past mistakes, we can learn from them in responding

to the promising developments arising from the current distress. In this

paper we first focus on the magnitude of global distortions in agriculture to

justify the view that the problem is indeed serious. We consider current

institutions for reforming world agriculture, in particular GATT, in the con

text of the strategies that have been advanced by various individual countries

for agricultural trade policy reform. Then we offer some suggestions for

operationalizing coordinated reform of internal and external agricultural

policies. The concept of Producer Incentive Equivalent (PIE) is proposed as a

means of measuring current market distortions and coordinating multilateral

market liberalization. We also sketch the type of compensation scheme that

would advance the cause of liberalization without introducing additional

distortions of its own.
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2. Global Distortions in Agriculture

Since the rapid expansion of international agricultural trade that

occurred in the 1970s, the links between domestic agricultural policies and

world markets have become very important for market participants. In the

markets for temperate commodities of the kind produced in the United States,

pricing interventions are pervasive. The means include public acquisition or

subsidization of stocks; direct or indirect supply controls; two-price

schemes; deficiency payments; state trading operations; and border measures

including tariffs, variable levies, quotas, export subsidies, and disposal via

foreign aid. The net result is that the gap between the world price and the

price received by farmers in different countries is typically substantial--and

occasionally outrageous.

Japanese rice producers are paid over eight times the world price for the

rice they produce. Japanese sugar producers receive over 17 times the world

price, and fl. S. and EC sugar farmers receive almost four times the world

price. European beef producers get about 2.5 times the world price for their

produce, and EC and U. S. butter producers get nearly three times the world

price. Wheat support prices for the EC are about twice the world mark, while

U. S. target wheat prices are increasingly divergent from the world price and

are about 50 percent above the world price. In Egypt, on the other hand, the

producer price of wheat is less than the price of straw--a fact that has

interesting implications for the design of wheat threshers. Chart 1 shows the

dramatic divergence of domestic support prices from world levels for a variety

of countries and products.
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CHART 1

Ratio of Domestic Support Prices to World Prices
For Selected Agricultural Products
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1. The world price is the Thai export price (f.o.b. Bangkok).
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1. The world price is the bulk basis sugar price (f.o.b. Caribbean ports).

2. The Australian sugar cane producer price was divided by 0.13 to obtain
the refined sugar equivalent price.
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CHART 1--continued.
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1. The world price is the U. S. export price for hard winter wheat No. 2
(f.o.b. Gulf ports).
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1. The representative world price is the f.o.b. Western European ports
export price.
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CHART 1--continued.
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1. The world price is an indicative price of internationally traded butter
published by GATT.
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1. The world price is the Argentina export average unit value for beef,
Lo.b.

Source: Organization for Economic and Cooperative Development (OECD),
"Effects of Agricultural Policies in OECD Countries: Main Issues for
Discussion," February, 1987, Working Paper No.1, Economic Policy Council,
pp. 11-12.
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However, the diverse pricing interventions listed above, and reflected in

Chart 1, by no means exhaust the set of instruments used to intervene in agri

cultural markets. Inputs are often explicitly subsidized and/or implicitly

taxed by trade protection in other sectors, and exchange rate management also

affects domestic terms of trade. Direct income supports include payments for

disaster relief, conservation and other input diversions, and tax relief: gov

ernments also supply public intermediate goods such as research and extension,

education, marketing programs, etc.

Given the diversity of agricultural interventions, to make meaningful

international comparisons of support levels one must go beyond price compari

sons to consider producer subsidy equivalents (PSEs)--a concept developed by

Josling (see United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, 1973 and

1975). PSEs are the ratio between the total value of policy transfers to pro

ducers and total producer agricultural income (cash receipts plus net direct

payments). A positive PSE indicates a net producer subsidy; and the closer

the PSE is to 1.0, the greater is the policy-generated distortion. Measures

~ of PSEs include more than just the price gap received by producers. They also

incorporate other policies that benefit farmers such as trade restrictions and

direct income support and programs that affect variable production costs, mar

keting costs, and longer term production considera-

tions.

Tables 1 and 2 indicate PSE for certain commodities and countries for

1982-1984. Developed countries subsidize farmers for nearly every commodity.

For example, the PSE for the United States and Ee in dairy products is between

.25 and .49. This means that between one quarter and one half of the income

of dairy farmers is due to policy measures. The weighted average of PSEs
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Table l--Ranking of producer subsidy equivalent levels, commodities by country, 1962-84

United N_
Ratio !/ States Austral i a Canada Zealand EC Japan

Producer tal(:
-.01 to -.09 Pork· Citrus

Poultry*

Producer subsidy:
o to .09 :Soybeans· Wheat"" Corn Wl'>eat Corn

:Pork Barley* Oats· Barley*
: PouItry* Beef· Soybeans
:Beef Sheep meat"" Beef

Wool· Pork·
Cotton·

.10 to .24 :Barley* Rice· Wheat"" Beef* CoTmon Poultry
Cane sugar" Rapeseed" Manu. milk* wheat""

Flal(seed" Pork*
Pooltry
Barley*
Rye*

.25 to .49 : Sorghum" Fluid mi Ik Sugar Sheep meat"" Durl.fll Pork
: Corn· Manu. mi Ik* Fluid milk wheat""
:Wheat"" Wool· Dairy*
:Dairy Sheep meat
:Cotton* Rapeseed

Soybeans
Bar Iey*
Rice
Pooltry*

.50 to .74 :Sugar Dairy prods.* Sugar" Beef
:Rice· Beef· Soybeans

.75 to .99 Fluid milk
Manu. milk
Rice

1.00 or rrore Wheat
Barley

South
:Talwan y Korea ~I India Argentina Nigeria Mel(lco y Brazil

Producer tal(:
More tal( than -.50 Cocoa*

-.26 to -.49 Wheat
Cotton (LS)*

-.10 to -.25 Rice Whea""
Cotton Corn*

(fl!S)* Sorghum"
Peanut mea I Soybeans·

-.01 to -.09 Rapeseed Soyrneal* Rice Soybeans*
meal Soyail* Cotton Manu. milk

Soybeans
Soyrneal

Producer subsidy:
o to .09 :Pork* Corn Beef*

.10 to .24 :Corn Poultry Rapeseed Cotton* Poultry*
: Soybeans Peanuts* Sorghl.fll
:Sugar" WhNt

.25 to .49 :Rice* Pork Soy oil Wheat Soybeans Cotton*
: Beef Peanut oil Corn
:Pooltry
:Dairy prods.
: Tobacco

.50 to .74 :Wheat Rice Rape oil
: Sorghl.fll Wl'>eat
:Barley Corn

Barley
Soybeans
Beef
Fluid mi Ik

.75 to .99
I .00 or rrore Sugar Wheat

• = Net exporter duringO'982:a4.
!/ Ratio of pol icy transfers to gross domestic value of production inclUding direct payments.
~I I~acts of Input subsidies not Included.

Source: Economic Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
"Government Intervention in Agriculture: Measurement, Evaluation,
and Implications for Trade Negotiations." January, 1987, p. 31.
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Ratio II

Producer tax:
More tax than -.50
-.26 to -.49

-.10 to .-25

-.01 to -.09

Producer subsidy:
o to .09

.10 to .24

.25 to .49

.50 to .74

.75 to .99

1.00 or more

Tab Ie 2..-Rank I ng of producer subs I dy oqu I va Ient Ieye Is, countr Ies by oonmod I tv, 1982-84

: Sorghum : other : : DaIry
Wheat : Rice : Corn : and : Soybeans oilseeds Sugar : Cotton : products : Beef : Pork : Poultry

: : : barley : :

India India (lS)*
Sudan (MS)

Argentlna* India Argentina* Argentina* Argentina* India (MS)*
Sudan (ElS)

Nigeria India Nigeria Australia* Australla*
Brazll*

Australla* Thalland* Canada Australla* Canada Austral ia* Braz i 1* United United
New EC Haw United Australla* States States
Zealand Nigeria Zea Iand* States* United Canada*

States Taiwan*

Canada* Australia* Taiwan United Taiwan India Taiwan* Mexico* New New EC* Canada I
EC States* Mexico (rape) Canada Zea Iand* Zealand* Japan 1.0

(Ccmnon)* Canada* (peanuts)* Australia* Canada S. Korea I

Mexico Mexico Canada Brazll*
(rape)*
(flax)*

EC Taiwan* United EC* EC EC (rape) Brazll* Taiwan Taiwan Japan Taiwan
(Ourum) * EC States* Mexico United United S. Korea EC*

United Mexico States States*
States* S. Africa EC*

S. Africa Australla*
Nigeria

S. Korea S. Korea S. Korea S. Korea Japan EC* S. Korea Japan
Taiwan United Taiwan S. Korea United Canada· S. Korea

States* States EC*
S. Africa·

Japan Japan

Japan Japan Nigeria
Brazil

• =Netexporter dur Ing 1982~.
1/ Ratio of policy transfers to gross domestic value of production including direct payments.

Source: Economic Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Government Intervention
Measurement, Evaluation, and Implications for Trade Negotiations." January, 1987, p. 29.

in Agriculture:
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indicate the aggregate importance of government assistance to domestic

producers. From 1982 to 1984, this was 0.70 for Japan, 0.41 for the EC, 0.24

for Canada, and 0.22 for the United States as is shown in Table 3.

Most of this support is directly tied to production. Agricultural output

has increased dramatically as price incentives have risen, while demand has

grown slowly. Where consumer prices have been maintained via public acquisi

tion, the result has been enormous stocks of unused surplus produce

(Chart 2). Wheat stocks have risen nearly 70 percent since 1980-81, sugar

stocks are 45 percent higher since then, and cotton stocks have doubled over

the past decade. For the tJnited States, many of these stocks nearly equal a

year's amount of consumption, and world stocks as a whole amount to a signifi

cant proportion of world consumption in recent years. The structural surplus

that has resulted is a direct consequence of government-induced excess

capacity and the continuing incentives to maintain resources devoted to agri

cultural production. Resources are wasted in carrying excess stocks, and de

terioration of the stocks themselves is an additional source of social loss.

4It Enormous EC butter stocks deteriorated to such an extent that they had to be

sold as butter oil, which sold for only 14 percent of what farmers were paid

to produce as butter.

The subsidies to agriculture throughout the Western developed world have

become toweringly expensive. The costs not only include direct government

outlays (i.e., taxpayer support) but also the costs to consumers in the form

of higher prices. Table 4 gives the division of costs between taxpayers and

consumers for a sample of countries. In the United States, federal government
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Table 3· ··Weighted averagfl PSE and major sourCflS of assistance, 1982-84

Country
and

region

Woighted
aVflrage

PSE

Percent

---",_-,-__--,----c-:-_--,-_---..:.M2J2r sou rces 0 f as sis t ance to proouce.-.:.r..::s'-- --:=:-- _

Grains and oi Iseeds Dairy Livestock Sugar

Japan

EC

Can"lda

New
Zflaland

United
States

•
Aus Ira I i a

70

41

24

24

7.2

6

Grains:
State trading

Oi Isoeds:
Oflficiency payments

Gr"ins:
Vari"lble lovy and
flxport refunds

Oi I ..oods:
Deficiency payments

Wheat and barlfly:
Transport subsidies

and income stabi 1
ilation payments

Corn:
Tariff

Oi Isoeds:
Transport subsidies

and income stabi 1
ilation pa'flMnts

Marketing board con
trolled trade and
set prices

Grains:
Deficiency pa'flMnts,

PIK entitlements,
CCC inventory
oporations, and
cOlTfTlodity loans

Oi Iseeds:
CCC inventory
oporations and
cOlTf1lOdity loans

Doroostic consumption
pricing

Price support through
government stock
holding and border
restriction. Also
somo def i c i Gncy
p"lymen ts

V"ri"lble import
levies and Axport
refunds

D~stic price sup
port (maintained with
import quotas) and
d i reet paymc~n ts

Interest rate concos
s ions (farm impr'ovc
ment loans and loans
to marketing board)

Price suppor·ts main··
tained by tariffs,
quotas, and govern
mont purchases

Domestic consumption
pricing

Beef:
Quotas, tariff, and
domestic price
stabi I i lation
scheme

Pork:
Variablo levy

Poultry:
Tar'i f f

Variable import
levies "lnd export
refunds

BoP-f and pork:
Tari f fs, ins~tion

services
Poultry:

Quota, price sup
port, and tariff

Direct income
payment

Beef:
Tariff

Other:
Gon.~ra I (R and 0,
inspection, otc.)

Input subsidies and
in'i~tion services

Not curren t I y
avai lable

Variablo import
levies and t'.lxport
refunds

Tariff, stabi I ilation
payments

Not appl icable

Price supports
and quotas

Domestic consumption
pricing

Source: Economic Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Government
Intervention in Agriculture: Measurement, Evaluation, and Implications for Trade
Negotiations." January, 1987; p. 33.
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CHART 2

Carryover Stocks of Coa.rse Grains and Wheat

Millions of metric tons
300

0 Wheat

r;] Coarse Grains
250

United
States

• 200

United

150 States

Rest of
World

100
United
States

50

1980/81 1982/83 1986/87

Note.-Data are for crop years; 1986/87 data are preliminary estimates.

Source: Depanment of Agriculture.
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Table 4 -- Cost of pt"oducet" support by contributor, 1982-84

Countt"y and Manufactut"ing
t"egion Wheat Beef milk

Pet"cent

Eut"opean Con~unity:

Consumers 67 92 77
Budget contribution 34 8 23

Canada:
Consumers .4 20 67
Budget contribution 99.6 80 33

Japan:
Consumct"s 63 76 58
Budget contt"ibution 37 24 42

United States:
Consumers 29 42 95
Budget contribution 71 58 5

Australia:
Consumers 52 0 84
Budget contribution 48 100 16

New Zealand:
Consumet"s 45 7 0
Budget contt"ibution 55 93 100

Source: Economic Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Government
Intervention in Agriculture: Measurement, Evaluation, and Implications for
Trade Negotiations." January, 1987, p. 35.
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spending for farmer support in fiscal year 1986 reached nearly $27 billion

from about $4 billion in the early 1980s. This is a contribution of nearly

$700 from each nonfarm family in the United States. Consumers are paying an

additional estimated $6 billion because prices for products are administered

at above-world levels. (For 1985, the World Bank study recently put the con

sumer cost figure at about $20 billion.)

The direct subsidy costs of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of the EC

have doubled in five years and have now reached $23 billion in 1986-87, not

including an additional $2 billion-$3 billion spent on surplus disposal

(MGller, 1986). But this figure ignores the direct costs to consumers from

policy-induced price increases. Where these are added to the budget costs,

the total EC subsidy to farmers has been estimated at $40 billion for 1984--or

about $900 from every nonfarm family in the Common Market. The World Bank

(1986) estimates the figure at about $65 billion for 1985. Japan's taxpayers

subsidized their farmers by over $10 billion in 1985, but consumers spent many

magnitudes above this in terms of higher prices. A background study for the

World Bank (1986) put the consumer cost of Japan's distortions at

$57.5 billion (for 1985 in 1985 dollars).

Tyers and Anderson (1986), in a paper for the World Bank, estimated that

in 1985, for the OECD countries, consumers and taxpayers would have registered

a net gain of over $100 billion from liberalization of agricultural policies.

Agricultural producers would have lost about $55 billion, but the DECD as a

whole would be better off by about $50 billion nonetheless (World Bank, 1986,

p. 131). These figures would probably be higher today. In addition, because

current policies in the OECD reduce world agricultural prices, the Soviet

Union and the East European nonmarket economies would lose hy $11 billion if
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the West were to liberalize. With global liberalization, they would lose $23

billion. But the poorer developing countries which are heavily dependent on

food imports could also lose from trade ljberalization. Tyers and Anderson's

simulation suggests that liberalization would also contribute substantially to

price stability in conmodity markets.

The policies behind these distortions generally have a predominantly do

mestic focus. The large gaps between domestic and world market prices exist

to increase farmer incomes. Attempts to raise domestic prices above world

levels to assist domestic farmers must fail unless imports can be controlled

through some kind of trade barrier, or (if the country is already self-

sufficient) exports or other forms of disposal can be encouraged. The incen

tives given to excessive domestic production have made many formerly large

importers self-sufficient, shrinking available markets for trade and reducing

the gains from trade. Some net importing countries have even turned into net

exporters as domestic supplies grew. For example, the EC used to be a large

net importer of grains, importing about 20 million tons (a fifth of world

~ trade) during the early 1960s and a similar amount as late as 1976. By 1985,

the EC was exporting 16 million tons, a reduction in the size of the world

market available for exports of 35 million tons within a single decade. The

EC also became a significant net exporter of sugar only in the late 1970s but

by the early 1980s had captured fully one quarter of the world free-market at

prices well below producer returns and was the second-largest sugar exporter.

(A similar policy promises to turn the U. S. from a net importer to an uneco

nomic exporter very soon.) In beef, the EC was a net importer before 1980 but

now rivals Australia as the largest exporter.
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These huge reversals of the market posture of the EC have been bought with

expensive export subsidies. But the EC is by no means the only subsidizer of

exports. Japan periodically dumps its excess rice stocks overseas at a loss.

Also, the United States, under the Food Security Act of 1985, has begun

heavily subsidizing exports of cotton and rice--a policy which may soon be

extended to other major crops.

The expansion of exports as an instrument of essentially domestic agricul

tural policy would be less costly and disruptive if the world market had

evolved since the early 1970s as many had expected. But income growth in the

last decade has been low worldwide, and international debt problems and

balance-of-payments difficulties have depressed imports where they might

otherwise have grown fastest.

Less widely recognized, and perhaps more enduring as a market depressant,

is the impressive performance of China and India in agriculture. Whereas

widely quoted studies predicted very large grain deficits in India by the

1980s, strong production growth has kept the country essentially self-

~ sufficient. In China, the recent performance has been astonishing. Wheat

production, for example, increased 44 percent between 1981 and 1985, or

26 million tons--an amount equal to 40 percent of U. S. or EC wheat production

in 1985. Rice production in China increased by about the same amount, equiva

lent to the total recent production of the major exporters, Thailand and the

United States.

In the current context, subsidy competition (including deficiency payments)

between the EC and the United States is very costly to them in budget terms and

is impoverishing other producers who are more dependent on the export markets.

Thus, the major producers have ample motivation for policy changes; the chal

lenge is to ensure that the new policies move toward reform.
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Thus, the challenge is not to convince the major producers of the need for

reform. The challenge is to propose changes in policy that improve the over

all benefits available to major producers, from the international markets and

to package and implement them in such a way as to ensure that their adoption

will not be blocked by those interests receiving benefits from the current

policy structure.

The choice of reform strategies obviously depends on the positions of the

participants. We now turn to a thumbnail sketch of the attitudes of the major

players.

United States

Agriculture policy in the United States has been vexed by two different

concerns. For some products, the United States has clear production and cost

advantages; and, for them, world trade liberalization would be advantageous.

Other less competitive products are beset by import penetration. Both groups

(for example, sugar producers as well as wheat producers) lobby for Political

Economic Seeking Transfers (PESTS) (Rausser, 1982). While such transfers are

pervasive in U. S. agriculture policy, a strong confidence remains that U. S.

agriculture would flourish if only the international market was cleared of

other countries' distortions (except, of course, the distortions in the Eastern

Bloc that make it such a major customer).

Budget pressures have led to growing domestic recognition that current farm

programs are costly and inefficient. There is also growing concern regarding

the inequity of their distributional effects. The Administration is moving

toward reform of domestic agricultural programs by decoupling farm support from

production and targeting compensatory benefits, although it is currently rely

ing on huge acreage cutbacks to control excess supply.
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The U. S. Administration has four main objectives to achieve at the multi

lateral talks. First, it aims to phase out import restrictions on agricul

tural products, the market access issue .. Second, it hopes to amend the GATT

to control agricultural export subsidies. Third, it strives to eliminate un

necessary health and sanitary regulations that impede market access in other

countries. (These objectives are similar to the broad objectives that the

ministers at the Punta Del Este meeting agreed to consider in the current GATT

round.) Finally, it wants to persuade competing exporters to "uncouple" income

supports from production incentives.

These objectives appear to satisfy the demands of the export interests in

moving agricultural trade to one based on comparative advantage, not on exten

sive government support. Conflict between the reform-minded Administration

and legislators who are receptive to special interests adds to the uncertainty

with respect to the actual U. S. position.

European Community

The EC acknowledges the problems of world agriculture but repeatedly

resists attempts to put domestic, trade-distorting policies at the mercy of a

strict, liberal international agreement. The common agricultural policy of

the EC is very distortive and covers one of the largest world markets. Farmer

interests appear to weigh heavily on the objective functions of both the

national governments and the EC apparatus itself. There are differences

between EC governments on agriculture, however. Britain is the most favorable

to agricultural reform, but France and Germany staunchly oppose major changes

in CAP. Both the French and German governments currently depend on the farm

vote, and the power of the French farmers is visible due to their inclination
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to engage in massive and sometimes violent demonstrations when their interests

are threatened.

The EC reluctantly agreed to the agri~ulture agenda approved at the Punta

del Este conference and will probably be the key obstacle to new trade and

subsidy rules in the new GATT round. They oppose fast track negotiations and

will act to brake movement toward fundamental international reforms. They do

not regard agriculture as having a top priority and especially will not allow

the basic structure of CAP to be open to GATT challenge.

Free trade is not seen as the natural reference point by EC negotiators

(Petit, 1985). They regularly suggest managing trade by sharing markets in

line with their global cartel proposed during the Kennedy Round talks.

Although the EC does not object to the principle of market access (mainly

because it sees potential outlets for its surpluses in markets such as Japan),

it has serious reservations about other proposed actions. The EC relies

heavily on export subsidies to dispose of its massive surpluses and, conse

Quently, would not like to see export subsidies restricted by international

~ accord.

Despite its intransigence, the EC' S approach on agriculture has changed

over the years. Food security concerns, ripe after World War II, have faded

in recent years. Environmental conservation has become an important issue.

The objective of enhancing farm income has been modified. Also, the EC does

face several constraints--most importantly, its budget constraint. As dis

cussed above, budgetary outlays for the EC on agriculture have mushroomed. As

it increasingly becomes a net exporter, the EC, instead of collecting revenue,

must spend it on export restitutions to make its surpluses price competitive

on world markets. This balance sheet change has forced increases in the
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value-added tax base allocated to agriculture despite previous mandated limits

to that proportion. The budget growth is an important force for change in the

EC and may have reduced the political sway away from the farming interests.

However, sympathy for farmers appears strong; and one has yet to see these

forces substantially change the EC's negotiating position. Though there have

been recent reductions in CAP output incentives, a notable weakness of the EC

position is that there is no overall proposal for control of exported surplus

beyond stockpiling. The EC has taken a free ride on U. S. acreage reductions

to increase its share of export markets. [This year, U. S. idled acreage

(about 75 million acres) exceeds the cropped area of Western Europe.]

Japan

Japan is the world's largest net importer of agricultural products. It

shields its domestic farmers from world agricultural prices perhaps more than

any other nation. In the negotiations, Japan will be exceedingly relucant to

offer any liberalization of policies and will probably attempt, with the EC,

to stall and delay progress. Japan especially wants to divert attention away

~ from domestic agricultural subsidies. It also feels that it should be exempt

from adjustments because it is not an agricultural exporter. For the same

reason, there is little that Japan can be offered in terms of agricultural con

cessions by trading partners as a carrot to elicit trade reforms.

The political influence of agricultural producers has been especially

strong in Japan due to gerrymandering of election districts which favors rural

voters. Food security, especially for rice, has been a sacred issue for older

Japanese with memories from World War II. One long-held objective of Japan has

been to get international agreements on food security, such as a ban on agri

cultural embargoes, and one introducing international buffer stocks. These
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concerns are natural in a country with a self-sufficiency rate of 45 percent

(U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1987, p. 13). The influence of the farmers

may decline over time, but substantial sympathy for farmers and their programs..
is reported in the nonfarm population. However, internal discussion of agri-

cultural reform has been initiated and some. import quotas are slowly being

increased in response to extreme pressure from the United States; but in some

instances, including beef and, perhaps, oranges (see Wright, Stamoulis, et al.,

1987), the de facto result appears to have been a hi lateral deal favoring the

United States at the expense of other exporters rather than a true liberaliza

tion of market access.

The Cairns Group

The Cairns group of 14 self-proclaimed nonsubsidizing nations, led by

Australia and Argentina, demand that agricultural reform and dramatic liberali

zation be a top priority in international negotiations. The group includes

both developed and developing countries and are partly responsible for sus

taining momentum on agriculture in the Uruguay Round and for demanding the

elimination of subsidies and market access. These countries have competitive

agricultural establishments that have been hurt with the closing of potential

export markets and the use of export subsidies in third markets.

Australia strongly advocates a commitment to halt subsidy escalation and a

reduction, with decoupling, of administered internal prices. It also wants

strengthened GATT rules on agriculture to preserve any such international

agreement. An end to export subsidies is considered a top priority, though not

a long-run solution, to current problems, because European subsidized imports

have displaced Australian products in Southeast Asian markets. Argentina, for

its part, is willing to make concessions in GATT negotiations on services,
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which the United States wants dearly, in order to gain an effective agreement

on agriculture. Australia has a substantial system of industrial protection

that may be subject to negotiation in exchange for liberalization of agricul

ture in other countries.

Canada, like Australia, is very much concerned that international subsidy

wars are ruining its export market. They each have proposed guidelines for

agricultural reform. These are summarized in Table 5 along with an institu

tional initiative proposed by Carmichael (1986) which is discussed below. In

general, the Australian and Canadian proposals are Quite consistent with the

U. S. objectives. However, in the details of the Australian proposal, there

is a one-for-one matching of domestic supply reductions with subsidized export

units. This policy is not supported by the United States which wants to see

less (not more) intervention in supply decisions.

3. Overall Strategy: Alternative Avenues For Reform

For countries interested in reform of world agriculture, several

~ alternative courses of action are possible. These include:

A. Multilateral negotiations within GATT

B. Multilateral negotiations outside GATT

C. Bilateral negotiations outside GATT

D. Unilateral reform of domestic and trade policies

These alternatives are not mutually exclusive. Alternative A is obviously

one route that will be pursued because the Uruguay Round is already underway.

But because the desirable reforms are fundamental and go beyond traditional

GATT trade issues and because it is to some extent true that GATT negotiations
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have structural problems and give disproportional weight to producer interests,

significant progress is unlikely to be made in GATT without other parallel

initiatives.

Alternative B, multilateral negotiations outside GATT, are possible in

several fora, including OECO meetings and special meetings such as the Italian

Economic Summit coming this June. The attraction of the latter is that a

meeting of the heads of the state holds some hope of avoiding some of the

structural problems of GATT and of addressing more effectively the general

national interests of each participant.

Bilateral negotiations (alternative C) have been pursued energetically by

the United States with both of the main parties of concern--the EC and Japan.

A very real danger exists that bilateral deals can end up as mechanisms for

trade diversion rather than trade reform. For example, an agreement between

the lmited States and Japan on beef trade appears to have been perceived as a

de facto increase of access of the United States to the Japanese market at the

expense of Australia and other exporters. This type of perception can lead to

a breakdown of the trust that must exist between reform-minded parties if

multilateral efforts are to succeed.

Alternative D, unilateral reform, has been advocated on the grounds that

the domestic gains are worthwhile even if other countries do not participate

in the process (see, for example, Economic Report to the President, Chapter 5,

1987). The effects on domestic benefits and on the policies of other coun

tries depend in part on the nature of the reform policies. For the United

States, it is clear that planning on changes in agricultural policy is neces

sary, regardless of the outcome of ongoing negotiations. It is important that

planned policies and the timing of their adoption be designed to further the
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progress of ongoing multilateral negotiations. Studies indicate that coordi

nated international reform tends to be more beneficial to the participants

than unilateral actions (see, for example, World Bank, Chapter 6, 1986, and

the background paper by Tyers and Anderson). Indeed, Congressional support

for needed domestic reforms is unlkely in the absence of international

cooperation.

One coherent overall strategy for reform consists of a combination of

alternatives A, B, and D: GATT negotiations; multilateral negotiations out

side GATT; and long-run planning and implementation of domestic reforms--if

necessary, unilaterally. Let us consider first the role of GATT.

4. The Role of GATT in Distorting and Reforming World Agriculture

For nearly the entire postwar period, the institution advanced to furnish

a binding code on domestic policy that interferes with international trade has

been GATT, a world agreement that provides a legal framework for international

trading relations. After the uncertainty and turbulence of the world economy

in the 1920s and 1930s when export subsidies, tariffs, and quotas were preva

lent, the United States and Western Europe resolved to negotiate international

constraints to prevent a reoccurrence of the trade wars which contributed to

the Great Depression. Because the trade interventions were taken at the

behest of domestic pressure groups, the GATT was specifically designed to be a

binding, external constraint useful in resisting domestic pressures for

increased protectionism.

In successive negotiating rounds, members of GATT have been successful in

reducing barriers to trade in manufactured goods--perhaps more successful than

one would have anticipated given the structure of negotiations and the nature
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of the negotiation process. However, there has been no comparable progress in

agricultural trade. Attempts in recent rounds to impose some systemic struc-

ture on agricultural trade have failed. "In many cases the price of progress in

manufactures has been abandonment of reform in agricultural trade. The most

prominent fact concerning GATT actions in agriculture is its failure, time and

time again, to bring trade in the sector under any set of consistent liberal

rules.

But why were such rules not in place from the start? GATT codes generally

prohibit the use of any trade measure except tariffs. The answer contains

lessons for current negotiators. The United States can claim credit for nego-

tiating the initial exemptions that led to the current disorder in inter-

national markets. Paragraph 1 of Article XI states, "no prohibitions or

restrictions other than duties, taxes, or other charges ... shall be insti-

tuted or maintained by any contracting party" (Dam, 1970, p. 407). Over the

objections of developing countries, the U. S. negotiators drafted a second

paragraph in the form of an exemption which is worth quoting at length1

~ (Dam, 1970, pp. 407-408):

"2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not
extend to the following:

(a) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily applied to
prevent or relieve critical shortages of foodstuffs or other
products essential to the exporting contracting party;

(b) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions necessary to
the application of standards or regulations for the classi
fication, grading or marketing of commodities in inter
national trade;

(c) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries
product, imported in any form, necessary to the enforce
ment of governmental measures which operate:

(i) to restrict the quantities of the like domestic
product permitted to be marketed or produced, •••
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(ii) to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic
product . . . by making the surplus available to
certain groups of domestic consumers free of charge
or at prices below the current market level;

(iii) to restrict the quantities permitted to be produced
of any animal product the production of which is
directly dependent, wholly or mainly, on the imported
commodity, if the domestic production of that com
modity is relatively negligible.

Today, this U. S.-backed exemption looks like a laundry list of the trade

complaints of American producers. But for provision 2(a), the 1973 export em

bargo (and, perhaps, the 1974 and 1975 moritoria on sales to the Soviet Union

and Poland) that grain producers still bitterly resent would have violated GATT

(for a detailed description of these measures, see U. S. Department of Agricul

ture, Economic Research Service, 1986a). The widespread use of grading and

packaging restrictions exempted in 2(b) are a prominent bone of contention for

many speciality crop exporters (Wright, Stamoulis, et al., 1987); and 2(c),

parts (i) and (iii) obviously legitimize the use of import restrictions to

complement domestic measures that raise consumer prices above world levels,

subject to only one substantial proviso:

" . . . any restrictions applied under (i) above shall not be such as
will reduce the total of imports relative to the total of domestic
production, as compared with the proportion which might reasonably be
expected to rule between the two in the absence of restrictions."

(Due regard could, however, be given to relative changes in productive

efficiency of different producers.)

The fact that quantitative restrictions were allowed if government measures

operated to restrict the production or marketing of agricultural products meant

that GATT would not operate in agriculture as a counterweight to domestic pro-

ducer pressures for distortionary favors (as it does in industry). This
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exception was clearly designed to fit the American case because the United

States was the only major agricultural producer with acreage and marketing

controls (in addition to price supports). Section 22 of the Agricultural

Adjustment Act of 1933 already permitted tariffs and quotas on agricultural

imports that interfered with domestic programs. And the Article XI loophole

became the first indication that GATT would, by design, be inefffective in

reforming domestic production restrictions that required trade barriers for

their operation.

In 1951 Congress amended Section 22 adding subsection (f): '~o trade

agreement or other international agreement heretofore or hereafter entered

into by the United States shall be applied in a manner inconsistent with the

requirements of this section" (see Hillman, 1978, p. 211). In an amendment to

the Defense Production Act, Congress also authorized the Secretary of Agricul

ture to restrict imports of a number of products for which there were no pro

duction controls. Both were severe blows to the constraint on the exemptions

in Article XI noted above. As the Secretary-General of GATT commented,

although Article XI was "largely tailor-made to U. S. requirements the

tailors cut the cloth too fine" (White, 1960, quoted in Dam, 1970, p. 260).

In the same year, the GATT Contracting Parties held that injured parties were

entitled to compensation from the United States. (Thus, in 1952, the

Netherlands was allowed to impede wheat flour imports from the United States

in response to measures affecting their cheese exports.) Subsequently, the

United States sought, and was granted in 1955, a '~aiver" from the already

weakened obligations in Article XI of GATT. This waiver sanctified the full

range of United States interference in agricultural trade.
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Having legitimized its own distortion of agricultural trade, the United

States now turned to using GATT to ensure market access for U. S. exports to

other countries. The United States was concerned that the unification of

European agricultural polices, required by the Treaty of Rome in 1957, could

greatly affect U. S. exports. The CAP of the EC involved the imposition of

variable import levies. A variable import levy acts as a sliding tariff to

ensure that no foreign goods are ever imported below a certain price--an ideal

and highly protective arrangement to validate domestic price-support progams

in European agriculture. Because GATT does not prohibit variable levies,

there was no legal basis for the strong objections of the United States to the

practice. The United States reluctantly decided to conclude the Dillon Round

of trade-liberalizing negotiations (held from 1960 to 1962) with its progress

on reducing industrial tariffs and with no formal agreement on trade in agri

culture. It only had the EC's assurance that it would not use the variable

levy to damage U. S. exports.

The U. S. position at the start of the Kennedy Round of trade talks

(1963-1967) was that agriculture for the first time would be a major part of

the liberalization negotiations, equal in importance to progress on reducing

trade barriers in manufactured goods. The United States was anxious to deal

with CAP. But neither the United States nor the EC was amenable to funda

mental compromises on their domestic policies. In fact, instead of liberaliz

ing policies, cartelization of world trade in agriculture was broached at

these talks when the Europeans proposed a 'montant de soutien" that would bind

the margin of government agricultural support and create a rigid world market

in agricultural products. The United States flatly rejected this plan which

would have, in effect, created a worldwide CAP. At the end of the Kennedy
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Round, the United States was again faced with the dilemma of whether or not to

abandon the gains in reducing industrial tariffs in response to the lack of

progress on the agricultural front; given, its own historically rather compro

mised negotiating stance, its decision to accept the outcome was not

surprising.

The Tokyo Round (1973-1979) negotiations tried again to gain some ground

in opening world agricultural markets. The United States did get some enlarge

ments in Japan and EC import quotas for certain products, but attempts to re

inforce the rules in the export subsidies code did not achieve much. Because

world agriculture flourished during the 1970s, economic pressures did not pro

vide any incentives to reach an agreement.

The provision dealing with subsidies is another gaping hole in the GATT

framework. Although Article XVI generally prohibits the granting of export

subsidies, there is an exception for primary products. While GATT memhers

"should seek to avoid the use of subsidies on the export of primary products,"

such subsidies are not forbidden. "If. . • a contracting party grants

~ directly or indirectly any form of subsidy which operates to increase the

export of any primary product • • . such a subsidy shall not be applied in a

manner which results in that contracting party having more than an equitable

share of world export trade in that product•.•." This exception, adopted

with U. S. support (Harris, Swinbank, and Wilkinson, 1983, p. 275) with its

ambiguous restriction, has permitted excess domestic stocks to be dumped onto

world markets through subsidies. This subsidization has accelerated through

the 1980s and is the most visible symptom of the problems in agricultural

trade today. Thus, there has been a systematic failure on the part of GATT to

reform world agricultua1 practices, or indeed it seems to contain the growth

or protectionism and domestic distortions.
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Thus, although as the GATT Secretariat (1983) states, "It was the original

purpose of the GATT . . . to strengthen governments against the particular

pressures emanating from national economies," agriculture was largely excluded

from this process by arrangements dictated by the U. S. Congress and trade ne

gotiators who responded to the short-run concerns of special interests. They

did not foresee that, without stronger GATT constraints, the EC would adopt a

structure of agricultural protection in its CAP that would eventually cause

severe disruption of international markets. Harris, Swinbank, and Wilkinson

·e (1983, p. 275) observe that "Ironically the Corrununity's creation of the CAP in

its current form, with its use of variable import levies and export refunds as

its principal agricultural trade measures, was only possible as a result of

earlier measures by, principally, the USA." As U. S. agriculture has become

increasingly dependent on exports for its continued prosperity, the lack of

discipline in agricultural policy abroad has become increasingly detrimental

to the interests of the United States.

What sets the Uruguay Round apart from the previous negotiations is a more

~ widespread acknowledgment now that domestic agricultural polices need reform

as much as the trade and border measures. Thus, the Ministerial declaration

from Punta del Este that launched the new round stated that the negotiations

would" • aim to achieve greater liberalization of trade in agriculture and

bring all measures affecting import access and export competition under

strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules and disciplines." In

addition to "improving market access through the reduction of import

barriers," one object of the negotiations would be to increase "discipline on

the use of all direct and indirect subsidies and other measures affecting

directly or indirectly agricultural trade, including the phased reduction of

their negative effects and dealing with their causes."
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Three broad objectives (U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research

Service, January, 1987, p. 7) were identified for consideration:

Improve market access through reduction of import barriers

Increase discipline on the use of all direct and indirect suhsidies

and other measures affecting agricultural trade, reduce their adverse

trade effects, and deal with their causes.

Minimize the adverse effects that unnecessary health and sanitary

regulations can have on trade in agriculture.

Though there is a notable distinction between consideration and adoption,

this constitutes a comprehensive negotiating mandate. Note that the second

objective goes well beyond the GATT tradition of dealing with import barriers

alone. It represents the priority that both the lmited States and the

Australian-led exporting nations (Cairns group) placed on agriculture in the

upcoming round. The first objective would limit the trade restrictions per

mitted under Article XI and its exemption, while the second would, among other

things, mitigate the havoc currently being visited on world markets via sub

sidy contests between itself and the Ee which are permitted under the exemption

to Article XVI. Ironically, the United States must now struggle to control the

damage done under provisions that it helped to write. unfortunately, removing

negotiated distortions tends to he much more difficult than initiating them if

the distortions confer benefits that have been capitalized as valuable assets

of vocal producer groups.

The U. S. Administration, in supporting the above hroad objectives, must

contend with strong opposition from noncompetitive sectors, such as dairy and
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sugar, in which producers risk losing greatly from liberalization It also is

bound to face strong opposition from the EC (which only reluctantly agreed to

the agenda adopted at the Punta del Este ~onference) and from Japan.

Two severe structural problems with GATT must be recognized. First, GATT

negotiations are poorly designed for countering the blockage tactics of organ-

ized interest groups. In effect, interest groups can deny concession-making

authority to negotiators and then use the slow progress of negotiations abroad

as one more reason to resist reform at home. The decentralization of the EC

consensus process in CAP reform leads to particularly severe problems in this

regard (see Petit et al., 1986, for an illuminating discussion of the process

of incorporation of milk quotas in CAP). The separation of powers between the

President and Congress similarly increases uncertainty about the strength of

the negotiating stance of the United States.

Second, as Paarlberg argues:

"Because of the unfortunate idiom of GATT procedures, a sensible
reform that ought to be undertaken for its own sake at home can be
damned with the appearance of being a 'concession' offered to nonco
operative foreign nationals abroad."

Is there, then, any reason to expect progress on agriculture in the current

GATT round? One should guard against naive pessimism. The structural

problems, though serious, also apply to negotiations on nonagricultural trade;

and they have not prevented extensive progress in that area in the past. GATT

has had some substantial positive influence on trade and resource allocation

in world agriculture in spite of the weakness of its agricultural provisions.

For example, the EC has, in spite of strong internal pressure to "complete the

CAP," respected its agreement in the Dillon Round to bind the tariff on
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nongrain animal feeds. Direct U. S. pressure has been important in this case,

but the desire of the EC to work within GATT rules has obviously influenced

the outcome.

Furthermore, it should be clear to all participants that the negotiations

are a game with an unusually large positive sum to be shared by the players.

As noted above, estimates suggest that agricultural trade liberalization could

reduce the benefits of the Eastern Bloc by between $11 billion and $23 billion

annually. Though these figures are only about one third of the total gains to

be had by GATT members, the knowledge that a large transfer is available from

outsiders might increase the motivation of the players to reach an agreement.

With respect to the current GATT negotiations, the challenge is to find the

strategy most likely to move the negotiations in the direction of reform in a

politically feasible fashion and to facilitate further movement as time goes

by.

5. Strategies for the GATT Uruguay Round

Choice of a GATT strategy includes issues of structure and issues of sub

stance. Structural issues include:

(a) Separation of agriculture negotiations from negotiations in other

fields.

(b) Choice of a product-by-product approach versus an approach centered on

general rules.

Obviously, (a) is encouraged by the adoption of "fast track" status for

agriculture at Punta del Este. Speed is desirable, but separation of agricul

ture negotiations from those in other fields is unhelpful. Countries like
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Japan and Korea, which have no significant amount of agricultural exports,

have little to gain from concessions offered by the EC or the United States on

agricultural imports. Conversely, Australia can be more persuasive to such

countries if it can offer concessions in manufacturing or services. For

similar reasons, negotiations covering multiple products offer more opportuni

ties for persuasive deals.

Issues of substance include everything from the overall negotiating

position to the identification of the selling points that will persuade impor

tant participants. Every effort should be made to preserve and strengthen the

cooperation between the United States, Canada, and Australia and other members

of the Cairns group. There is no doubt that these countries face an uphill

task in extracting concessions from the EC and Japan. In the eyes of these

countries, the United States has a credibility problem, given the history

sketched above. Although Section 22 remains a continuing handicap, a bold

step to increase confidence would be an offer to relinquish the GATT waiver

(see above) which is, after all, contrary to the letter and the spirit of the

broad reform goals of the United States. With respect to the EC, the United

States could recognize the equivalence of its deficiency payments to export

subsidies. One agricultural concession it could offer Japan would be a ban on

all economic embargoes currently permitted under the Article XI exemption. 2

The United States and its negotiating allies must also decide on the liber

alization programs that it will propose. Among the (not necessarily exclusive)

alternatives that have been suggested (U. S. Department of Agriculture,

January, 1987, p. 7; Paarlberg, 1987, Chapter 2) are:
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(a) In the spirit of past GATT achievements in nonagricultural products,

comprehensive conversion of trade barriers to tariffs. The tariffs

could then be bound and graduall~ reduced multilaterally.

(b) Classification of types of policy instruments, including domestic

policy instruments, as consistent or inconsistent with GATT.

(c) Multilateral measurement of the PSEs of the aggregate of all policy

interventions affecting each commodity in each country. Once

established, these could be bound and gradually reduced.

(d) Piecemeal reform involving strengthening and tightening of the

contents of Articles XI and XVI.

The first of these approaches has the advantage of consistency with normal

GATT procedures. It was formally proposed by the United States to the GATT

Committee on Trade in Agriculture (CTA) in February, 1975 (Paarlberg, 1987,

Chapter 2). But it was rejected as too radical by the EC and the CTA, and by

the farm interest groups in the United States.

Approach (b) is really a modification of the substance of the relevant

GATT articles to include more comprehensive coverage of relevant domestic

policies. This approach has some familiar pitfalls. Seemingly reasonable,

innocuous, irrelevant, or overlooked measures have a way of becoming important

distortions in practice, especially since the trade environment changes in the

long run. And the classification process might open up attractive

opportunities for capture by the relevant interest groups as time goes on;

this is essentially one way of describing what happened in the drafting of

Article XI, for example. (Some phytosanitary measures belong in this
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category. For example, South Korea prohibits imports of California oranges

because of medfly infestation, even though the medfly is no longer found in

California; see California World Trade Commission, 1986).

Recent estimates (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1987) of PSE calcula

tions, as proposed in (c), were presented in Table 2. Development of a uni

form measurement system is obviously feasible. Its advantages include the

fact that a freeze on PSEs does not imply immediate disbandment of the whole

policy structure. Nevertheless, its implementation would immediately make

incentive differentials more responsive to shifting comparative advantage and

more easily comprehensble to the public at large. If PSEs are frozen and non

tariff barriers are also frozen or at least subjected to existing GATT restric

tions, then a problem anticipated by Paarlberg--substitution of more objection

able measures currently restricted under GATT, maintaining a constant PSE--can

be avoided.

A more important problem with PSEs is that, as presently calculated, they

do not include the cost of required acreage reductions associated with farm

programs in the United States. More generally, PSEs do not distinguish

"coupled" incentives (such as price supports) which encourage increased pro

duction from "uncoupled" transfers (income transfers independent of

production) that do not.

Compensation for loss of distortion-inducing transfers is likely to be

desirable or necessary in a long-run multilateral reform program. But such

reform would not be fully reflected in PSEs as currently calculated. Hence,

in addition to PSEs (which are valuable because they make the full extent of

support obvious), we propose another measure, PIE. It would include only

those components of PSEs that have a net influence on output. Thus, direct
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income transfers unrelated to current or future production Cas proposed below)

would be excluded. PIEs should be the measure of phased multilateral reduc

tions in distortions.

It is true that freezing of PIEs would mean short-run recognition of a

status quo that may appear inequitable to nonsubsidizing nations CPaarlberg,

1987). But the Australian and Canadian proposals in Table 5 indicate a will

ingness to accept this fact prior to phased reductions of distortions.

A variant of this approach could use weighted PIEs across all commodities

for a particular country. The specified target would be set in terms of these

weighted PIEs. This, of course, would allow greater discretion for each

country since the country could, if it desired, continue to distort one par

ticular commodity while more than proportionately reducing the degree of sub

sidization for some other commodity. This proposal is quite consistent with

the spirit of the Australian and Canadian proposals to use price gaps as sub

sidy measures. The PIEs, though harder to measure, appear to be a sounder

basis of comparison, especially if some countries resort to cost-oriented

interventions such as input subsidies or acreage restrictions .

If all other approaches fail, or are nonstarters, there is always the

piecemeal approach Cd) to fall back on. As indicated above, obvious targets

are all the provisions of Articles XI and XVI that were once insisted upon by

the United States.

6. Multilateral Initiatives Outside of GATT

As suggested by the review of section 2, the current starting position of

global distortions in agriculture throughout the developed world will require

a long and arduous adjustment path. The adjustments will not be painless.
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However, the losses imposed upon consumers and taxpayers by current agricul

tural policies in developed countries of GECD are very substantial and the

excess burden is high, especially if the"weI fare of the Eastern Bloc is ig

nored. As a result, the economic returns to reform appear very attractive

compared with those available from most other areas of governmental activity.

The adjustment process must cover not only trade measures most closely re

lated to traditional GATT concerns but to the whole array of instruments of

agricultural policy with a predominantly domestic focus. Guidelines for re

form of agricultural policy are slowly taking shape. The 1987 Economic Report

of the President argued for negotiations and agricultural policy cooperation

above and beyond GATT. The Reagan Administration began a coordinated move to

raise the issue of agricultural protectionism at the 1986 Economic Summit.

The issue will be raised once again at the 1987 Italian Summit. The dual

hopes of many are that guidelines will be set by political leaders rather than

by trade negotiators and that the political leaders will be more likely to

recognize the broad national interest in reform and more powerful and flexible

in multinational negotiations. In the Summit context, it is possible that the

equivalent of a G-7 could be created for agriculture.

In these negotiations, the coordinated measurement and adjustment of PIEs

Cdecoupled PSEs as discussed above) could be vigorously pursued. Measurement

of PIEs could be the responsibility of a system of independent national insti

tutions advocated by Carmichael (1986) and summarized in the right-hand column

of Table 5. The Australian Industries Assistance Commission indicates that

such independent organizations are indeed feasible. Measurement procedures

could be defined and enforced internationally. These institutions could also

help make the full extent of subsidies to agriculture more transparent to the

population at large.
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One problem with agricultural reform, multilateral or national, is that

the general population that pays the price for current distortions shows con

siderable support for transfers to farmers. Some observers attribute this ob

servation to ignorance of the true facts regarding the distributional effects

of subsidies usually favoring those with the greatest output. Support for

this view comes from the pervasive desire to hide the true cost of subsidiza

tion by keeping much of it out of the public budget.

It is Quite possible, however, that even with full information there would

still exist in many countries a national policy consensus that farmers, es

pecially poor farmers, not be penalized excessively due to asset value reduc

tions caused by policy revisions.

Major reforms will entail substantial adjustment costs, particularly in

highly protected industries such as grains in the EC as well as sugar,

tobacco, and dairy in the United States. Agriculture is highly capitalized

with human resources, equipment, and land. Many resources are devoted to

agricultural production based on the existence of incentives in government

policy. Removing protection will cause the value of these investments to

drop. Reform proposals need to address policies to facilitate adjustment and

to provide compensation to those seriously disadvantaged by the removal of

domestic programs--not only farmers but perhaps off-farm input suppliers,

including banks, processors, and marketers of output.

In addition, compensation may be necessary to neutralize resistance to

change. Aside from equity considerations in considering compensation, compen

sation may be needed to achieve the efficiency that comes as a result of

policy change. In essence, it may be needed to buy the concurrence of the

losers to the policy change. This mitigates potential resistance to the
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policy reform from those adversely affected. If reform of a policy will

result in higher real income overall, then the winners will be able to compen

sate the losers and still be better off. " If the policy is beneficial for

society, then some means must be found to placate coalitions of obstruction

ists, and compensation must be considered as an attempt to prevent obstruc

tionist policy tactics. Thus, compensation may be considered necessary to win

reform. In Working Party I of the Economic Policy Committee of OECD, the

United States vigorously argued that we must begin to seriously evaluate tran

sitory arrangements of compensation which could, in fact, be very generous

given the long-run savings that can be achieved by rationalizing agricultural

policy.

In designing a compensation program, moral hazard and time consistency are

very important. Two aspects of moral hazard relevant to compensation design

can be distinguished. The first relates to the "buy off" argt.mlent for compen

sation. Losers could accept the compensation for the policy change and yet

continue to resist the policy change. An example of this comes from inter

national trade adjustment in the early 1960s when workers adversely affected

by tariff changes were given adjustment assistance while simultaneously their

unions lobbied against the tariff changes. If compensation is given just to

those whose assent is necessary to change policy, then there is an incentive

to protest the change even if one is only marginally affected.

In addition, entry costs of political economic markets must be increased

so that, once the losing interest groups are compensated, they are less likely

to be able to return and seek rents once again.

The second aspect of moral hazard relates to the determination and payment

of compensation and the associated problems of "compensation seeking." Unless
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carefully designed, the announcement of plans for compensation will result in

the devotion of resources to compensated-related activities (i.e., market

entry), solely for the purpose of collect,ing compensation. If, for example,

it is announced at time t that those producing sugar at time t+l will receive

compensation in exchange for a loss of import protection, then the number of

acres devoted to sugar production will surely increase. This response is not

related to market-generated economic signals but to compensation seeking. Such

behavior incurs a net social loss that works to offset the efficiency benefits

achieved by reform.

Even if entry by outsiders is barred, those within the sector gaining com

pensation will have an incentive to enlarge assets used to determine compensa

tion. False claims may be made to increase the amount of compensation granted.

This could include an increase in the acreage attributed to production or the

padding of the value of the capital stock committed to a certain crop.

To avoid these problems, the design should not allow real resources to be

used to affect the size of compensation. The obvious way to achieve this is

to make receipt of compensation independent of current or future actions.

Compensation could be calculated as the product of some historical output base

and some fraction of the difference between the PSE that would have been paid

under the old program rules and'the PIE calculated currently. It would be paid

only to those in the market at the base period prior to the announcement of the

reform.

In implementing this compensation, the government must make every effort to

convince the population that this reform will never be repeated in the future.

New entrants to agriculture must be clearly aware that there is no prospect of

future compensation schemes; otherwise, the price of their land would be
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higher, reflecting prospects of compensation. Rate of return would then be

below expectations--a fact that could, in turn, increase the pressure for

future compensation. There are severe theoretical and institutional problems

with attempts by governments to commit themselves against repeating a current

compensation programs. In practice, however, governments do make commitments

that have some credibility. If they did not, the whole topic of this paper

would be moot.

In a widespread agricultural reform, the major market participants are

likely to have net gains. Therefore, they can finance their reforms with do

mestic tax revenues collected from the consumers who gain from reform and

still leave consumers and producers better off--assuming the marginal welfare

cost of taxation is not too high. But the net gains may be Quite uneven and

some poorer, less-developed countries dependent on grain exports would likely

lose substantially as would the Eastern Bloc. The large gainers, including

the Cairns group and the United States, might target aid contributions to re

duce the harm done to poorer countries. Differences in gains between wealthy

~ countries may be offset by, for example, concessions on barriers to industrial

trade that tend to be high in the Cairns group.

7. Unilateral Reforms

In general, multilateral reforms offer higher net benefits than unilateral

action. This does not mean that unilateral reforms are undesirable if no co

ordination can be achieved. On the world scene, one country, New Zealand, has

committed itself to virtually complete liberalization of agriculture. Given

its comparative advantage and its exposure to world markets, other alterna

tives have proved unacceptably costly.
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Two policy choices already unilaterally adopted by the United States have

opposite implications for trade reform prospects. As mentioned above, reduc

tion of loan rates and the introduction of marketing loans have increased the

price competitiveness of the United States in agricultural markets. This has

greatly increased the incentives for other exporters to come to the negotiat

ing table and is probably responsible for the developing consensus among the

United States, Canada, Australia, and the other "nonsubsidizing" exporters.

On the other hand, the very large acreage reductions adopted this year for

domestic reasons suggest that the United States will still tend to raise world

prices by greatly limiting acreage beyond legitimate conservation requirements

if not by holding excessive stocks. This will not help to persuade export

subsidizers to mend their ways.

Guidelines for further unilateral reform have been outlined in the Economic

Report of the President (January, 1987). There are four major components of a

coherent reform; they are: (a) complete decoupling, (b) targeting, (c) re

source conservation, and (d) joint and multilateral implementation of decoupled

~ and targeted subsidies. In the structure of this reform, it is explicitly

recognized that those groups who lose could be compensated by nondistortionary

transfers.

In the movement from currerit policy to longer term coherent policy within

the United States, the Reagan Administration seeks revisions in the 1985 Food

Security Act. To allow ample time for structural adjustment, to reduce budget

exposure, to provide fairness, and to move more meaningfully in the direction

of decoupling production from payments, the Reagan Administration has proposed

five revisions in the 1985 legislation. Specifically, it is proposed that the

50-92 Provision be extended to a 0-92 Provision; that for purposes of the
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payment limitations, the definition of a "person" be administratively and

legislatively tightened; that total payments be limited to $50,000 per person;

that there be redirection of target prices from 1985 by 10 percent per year

through 1990; and that more flexibility be permitted in the setting of loan

rates for program crops. These proposed revisions pertain to wheat, feed

grains, cotton, and rice.

The Administration also proposes interesting changes in the U. S. sugar

program to deal with distortion generated by current policy. For this com

modity program, the Administration has proposed reform that would lower the

price-support loan rate for sugar by 12 cents a pound while providing tran

sition payments to cane and beet sugar producers as compensation over a four-

year adjustment period. These transition payments effectively transfer some

of the burden of producers' support from consumers to taxpayers. Direct pay

ments to producers start at 6 cents a pound, are scaled in accordance with

production, and decline in subsequent years. These total payments represent

only partial compensation and the costs of such transfers are expected to

total slightly more than $1 billion over the total adjustment period. This

proposed reform is expected to reduce domestic production from 6.4 million

tons in fiscal year 1987 to 4.3 million in fiscal year 1992. Correspondingly,

it is expected that import Quotas will be increased from 1.2 million tons in

fiscal year 1987 to 4.2 million in fiscal year 1992. Prices faced by domestic

sugar producers will fall as a result, and it is expected that world prices of

sugar will increase dramatically.

The high cost of this program and the idea that very large direct pay

ments would be made to some producers have generated some negative reactions.

If the true subsidy equivalent of these programs were made more transparent
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via, for example, the institutional structure proposed by Carmichael, this type

of reaction might be less important.

8. Conclusions

The advocates of liberalized agricultural trade are close to a consensus

on the broad objectives of reform and have a great interest in coordinating

their strategies for negotiation. Within GATT, the best that one might hope

for is agreement to:

(a) Measure PIEs (or "decoupled PSEs") and to freeze them at current

levels.

(b) Freeze the more distortionary components of the PIEs at current levels

or at least continue to subject them to the weak current GATT pro

visions for agriculture.

(c) Over time, gradually reduce all PIEs in a coordinated fashion--with

effective incentives for multilateral compliance.

If these objectives have any chance to succeed, they should be chosen by

the advocates of liberalization as their joint GATT negotiating position. It

constitutes, in effect, a complete reversal of agricultural exemptions and

waiver obtained in past negotiations by the United States.

What concessions can be offered within GATT to opponents of reform? The

United States must, at a minilnum, offer to relinquish its GATT waiver. It

could also offer as a bargaining chip something along the lines of a control

on the liquidation of its current commodity stocks and perhaps a promise to

retain some acreage controls to ease the transition over the next few years.
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Other major nonsubsidizing exporters can join with the United States in offer

ing concessions on restrictions of imports of nonagricultural goods and ser

vices.

The reform package outlined here will no doubt need strong support outside

of GATT if it is to have any hope of success. The same set of proposals

should be pursued in the OEeD and at the Economic Summit in June. An impor

tant objective of non-GATT negotiation could be the establishment of an inde

pendent institutional structure for measuring PSEs, PIEs, and the distribu

tional effects of transfer flows. This information will help make the true

nature of current policies more obvious to the general public in all countries

and also provide the means of coordinating and monitoring the multilateral

reform process as market conditions change.

To satisfy fairness concerns and to mitigate producer opposition, a gener

ous system of compensation should be offered to those (agricultural producers

and others) with significant losses from the reforms. These should be based

on PSEs and on production history before the announcement of policy reform.

New entrants should be explicitly excluded from any compensation .

The program outlined above is, to say the least, not a sure winner. But

the stakes are high, and the opportunities for reform are greater than they

would be in more prosperous times. One advantage of the package is that, in

the short run, there is no need for wholesale disruption of the current pro

tective structure, nor for abandonment of those GATT provisions that provide

some protection against further deterioration in the international trading

environment.
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Footnotes

1 The ostensible rationale was that the inherent risk and uncertainty in

the sector was very great relative to the riskiness of the industrial sector.

Ironically, the exemption and subsequent developments have reduced the

stability of agricultural markets.

2 Whether the United States would also want to relinquish the right-to

foreign-pol icy-related embargoes (such as imposed in 1980) is a question that

requires thought. Perhaps the last grain embargo against the Soviet Union was

much less costly all round than other (perhaps military) actions that might

have been substituted for the embargo•
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